#5: INVITING IN 1
EXPLORATION
Inviting in is integrating sojourners into the community as a result of Living out the gospel with
intentional hospitality and compassion. Most people will never walk into a church on their own,
but the relationships, friendships you have can turn into a community of faith.
Friends are not targets! Yet there is a natural, gracious movement with those who trust you.
You’ve been a blessing in their lives, with their families, supporting and encouraging them so they
want to know you, what’s important to you, spending more time with you.

1. What can you do express intentional hospitality or compassion for neighbors?
2. How are you making yourself available to the people around you?
3. Who are some of the people in your life that you are currently investing in relationally?
4. Would you invite them to something fun together this week (like a party, shared hobby)?

MEDITATION – READ LK 19:1-10
People are watching you! It’s a privilege and responsibility to your kids, spouse, neighbors,
co-workers, friends – to them your life is a book about God.
5. Over the last 5 years who has been in a position to watch your life?
6. What have they seen?
7. Have you done anything that you wish you could have changed?
8. What do you hope people see in your life? What opportunities are there for this to
happen?

CHANGE – BELONG TO BELIEVE
Evangelism is often about attracting unbelievers to an event, activity or service that would
move them across the line into belief. Being incarnational tries first to create a relational
environment where sojourners can belong so they can see and experience aspects of the
Gospel lived out. This kind of approach gives amble “Zacchaeus tree time”, time to learn
about and be transformed by a belonging community called the Kingdom of God.
9. Revisiting Q4, will you invite sojourners to belong, inviting them to a fun time this week?
10.Do you feel tension or pressure as you think about inviting non-Christians to a party, a
meal or shared hobby? What worries you about this idea?
11.How might this change the way you plan for the evening? How might you pray?
12.What are some practical ways you can help create an atmosphere of belonging?
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#5: INVITING IN 2
ACTION – CLEANING HOUSE
Zacchaeus is excited about his guest, but he’s probably scared to death to have his life
exposed. His house was going to reflect all the money he had made at the expense of other
people. Basically, he was fearful to expose his life because it exposed his sin. Yet, he was
quick to offer to sell half of his possessions. Zach was cleaning house!
If you are serious about letting the Gospel transform your life, one of the things that will
happen is that it will begin to expose some areas of sin. Have you begun to experience this?
If so, what is being exposed? What do you need to repent of?
Have a big housecleaning day. Get rid of the junk. Give the useful things away, have a
yard sale, or sell them on craigslist. Save the money and use it to bless someone.
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